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Mirror Shop is actually an online brand of the Enid Hutt Gallery, which is a well-established
company based in Kirkcaldy, Fife on the east coast of Scotland. It is a family run business
established in 1990 by Enid Hutt together with her two sons named Kevin and Clarke. In order to
date the gallery has built a renowned reputation both for the quality and customer service, a very
well respected place for wall dÃ©cor and mirrors arise. With this, you can be sure that their service is
second to none and they also pride themselves when it comes to customer satisfaction with its
relaxing and friendly atmosphere.

Mirror Shop supply bespoke framed mirror service wherein mirrors can be framed using almost any
moulding that's available in their frame collection. You can choose from a large selection of mirrored
furniture to coffee tables, console tables as well as pillars and boxes. These stunning mirrored
pieces are also perfect for spreading light and then giving the illusion of space, that is why there is
no wonder that these sophisticated looks will surely match the mirrors that they have in store,
making their mirrored furniture companion pieces to these wall features. These are also ideal for
lounge or bedroom because the look of the console tables create an exciting feature against a wall.

Other than that, you can also buy oval and round mirrors that comes in various styles which
includes the art deco mirrors and the framed mirrors. We all know that round mirrors are especially
different from the usual shape and they are also often perfect for the end of a hall way or even to a
long room which can possibly give the illusion of depth. Oval and round mirrors are also a bit
different for above a sideboard or consol table in order to add shape. Buy those stunning Art Deco
mirrors only here at Mirror Shop and you can also choose from their plain and decorative styles as
well as impact feature mirrors for some stunning factor from their huge online collection.

Also, they have a selection of items that will surely suit your tastes perfectly, from contemporary to
Art Deco designs. Their art deco mirrors effortlessly combine practicality and impeccable design
because of the reason that, this collection is evocative of those classic styles of the Roaring
Twenties, through to the elegant looks of the 30's and 40's as well. It would be great if you are going
to give your home the stylish touch with the use of an Art Deco mirror from their broad range. They
know that you will find exactly what you are looking for here at the Mirror Shop.
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